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Dumbledore is actually an

Old English word for

“bumblebee.” Rowling has

said that she chose that

name because she always

thought of Dumbledore

humming to himself.

The names of some of the

main characters were

changed from Rowling’s

original names. Before she

changed them, they were:

Hermione Puckle, Draco

Spinks, Neville Puff, and Lily

Moon (who ended up as

Luna Lovegood).

Whenever you see Harry,

Ron, and Hermione doing

schoolwork in the movies,

Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert

Grint, and Emma Watson

were actually doing their

homework.

J.K. Rowling eventually

revealed the fate of Dolores

Umbridge, although we

didn’t read about it in the

books: she was eventually

imprisoned for her actions

at the Ministry of Magic and

was sent to Azkaban.



The Harry Potter universe has brought magic to millions of people. I was obsessed with it

at a point too. I would wave sticks around trying to perform magic, and sometimes, in my

mind, with a ‘swish and flick’ and a mumble of ‘Wingardium Leviosa’ I could make objects

fly. Other times a simple incantation of ‘Lumos’ would light me up when I was sad. After

all, as Dumbledore said, “Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times if only one

remembers to turn on the light.”

These books created magic in my life. I started looking at everything differently- a

pencil became a wand, a pot became a cauldron and footballs became Quaffles. A smoothie

turned into an Amortentia love potion, a sink into the entrance to the Chamber of

Secrets, and any piece of paper into the Marauders Map. I was determined to prove that I

was as smart as Hermione, as brave as Harry, and as loyal as Ron.

 I have wished, more times than I can count, to use a time-turner and read the books for

the first time all over again. The journey is unforgettable and has changed me a great

deal. It is an important part of my life and even after reading those books at least thirty

times, and never gets old. Each time, I discover a secret hidden within the sea of words, a

glimmer of hope with each page, and a thrill at every new chapter.

 Right now, the world is struggling due to the pandemic and even then, there is magic all

around us. People have found a way to make do with this new normal. Technology has

helped us cope immensely in this situation. We can see each other through the screens of

our different devices. Classes are ongoing on various digital platforms. In these tough

times, people are reconnecting and discovering each other all over again. Although our

version of magic might not include wand-waving and potion-making, it is still

wonderful. Today we take you on a journey through magic, in real life, and in books, both

good and evil. As Professor Slughorn once said, “There can be no light without the dark.”

 Life isn’t always like in fairy tales – it doesn’t always start with  ‘ Once upon a time’ and

it doesn’t always have a happily ever after. What is important, is to look for those

moments that stay with us forever, because, unlike in books, our stories never end, and as

humanity battles on, it is these moments that carry us in the never-ending tale that is

life.Moments that are filled with Magic…

Minerva Sanjana Mcgonagall  

Chief Editor.

EDITORIAL
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What were the 4 houses of Hogwarts?

What was Voldemort's real name?

What was the name of the special bus which was exclusive

for the wizards?

Who is the daughter of Rowena Ravenclaw?

What was the real name of Nearly Headless Nick?

What flavour are Bertie Bott’s beans? 

What was the name of the society that Hermoine formed for

elves?

What was Fred and George's shop called?

Which animal represents Hufflepuff?

Which class had a different teacher every year?

What was the very  first spell that Harry Potter learned?

What did Ron see in the locket?

Who was Cho Chang?

What is the function of the Patronus?

What is Hermione’s middle name?

DO YOU KNOW?

Sybill Ananya Trelawney and Cilestina Lepakshi  Warbeck

QUIZ
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South Korea faces 2nd wave of coronavirus-

Health officials in South Korea believe that the country is facing a

second wave of the Coronavirus, despite a low number of recorded

cases. Head of the Korea Centers for Disease Control (KCDC), Jung 

Eunkyeong, said the first wave lasted up until April. Since May, there

have been out-breaks in nightclubs and other public places. The mayor

of Seoul also warned that the capital may have to return to strict social

distancing, should cases top 30 on average over the next three days and

the bed occupancy rate of the city's hospitals exceeds 70%. A few days

ago, officials reported that over the last 24 hours, 17 new infections had

been recorded, from different clusters in large workplaces and

warehouses. One might ask why the number of cases in a small country

such as South Korea should matter so much? The reason is that South

Korea was one of the first countries to face the outbreak and almost

recover from it. The rate of average daily cases had dropped down to

such a large extent, that it was  recorded that there were no new cases

for three consecutive cases. The country had set an example for other

nations on how to deal with the virus. However, if there is indeed a

second wave, not only South Korea, but other nations too need to be

alarmed as the same scenario may take place in their country.

The Yemeni crisis-

As the world is going through a pandemic, Yemen, according to the

United Nations, suffers from the largest humanitarian crisis of the

current times. The United Nations secretary general, António Guterres

even commented that ‘Yemen is hanging on a thread’ and that ‘ending

war is the only solution.’ This crisis has its roots in the post Arab Spring

Yemen, where failure to stabilise a new government, resulted in the

rising of the Houthi rebels and foreign intervention. These factors, over

the years, have completely destroyed Yemen. Currently, it is facing a

crashing economy, with most of the population relying on the black

market, the COVID 19 pandemic and a cholera outbreak, all at once.

During this crucial moment, the UN is requesting everyone to try and

donate to the UN- Yemen related funds and is trying to stop the war.

NEWS
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USA and CHINA-

The new coronavirus pandemic is changing and challenging literally everything.

The China-U.S. relationship — arguably the most important bilateral relationship in

history between the world’s biggest and most powerful countries — is no exception.

American resentment toward China has increased dramatically, stoked by the

explicit efforts by the Trump administration to pin the blame for all aspects of the

pandemic on the PRC. They also accused China of withholding important

information about the virus and not curbing it in the earlier stages. The Secretary of

State Mike Pompeo has repeatedly criticised China by stating that the COVID -19

virus had been formed in a lab in Wuhan and that USA even had proof of the same.

USA has also decided to cut ties with the World Health Organisation due to the

support it had provided to China in the earlier stages of the pandemic. The G7

summit in which USA has categorically left out China has just increased tensions

between China and USA as well as Russia and USA. This was to be a summit to

discuss covid-19 and its impacts on global economies. The study, Trade and Trade

Diversion Effects of United States Tariffs on China, shows that the ongoing US-

China trade war has resulted in a sharp decline in bilateral trade, higher prices for

consumers and trade diversion effects. This will not only affect global trade but

also bilateral relations among other countries and also lead to increase in proxy

wars.

INDIA – CHINA-

Recently border tensions between India and China have increased heavily in the

Galwan Valley region near the India China Border. The clash on 17th June, fought in

one of the most forbidding landscapes on the planet, was a startling culmination of

months of mounting tension and years of dispute. That day, 20 Indian jawans died

in during dispute and since then tensions have just raised. Narendra Modi India's

prime minister has use discretion instead of showcasing power  in this case against

China. Many politicians and people disagree with him and feel that this is an act of 

 weakness but some feel this is needed with the defence budget cut down. India

instead retaliated by banning 20 Chinese apps including Tik Tok which has caused

several mixed feelings in the country. Now other countries such as the USA and

Pakistan are also  getting involved in this tension and conflict. These tensions are

not likely to end soon and may affect the already severed India-China relations in a

bad way.
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To the wizarding and the muggle

world,

You are here to learn the subtle

science and exact art of potion-

making. I can teach you how to

bottle  fame, brew glory, even stopper

death [The Potions Master, Harry

Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone].

Every day I come across dunderheads

with letters from their families from all

across the  world. The COVID

pandemic, which has not failed to

interrupt the life of any wizard, has

kept the world under its fingertips.

Fortunately, the pandemic has not

reached Hogwarts. After all, Hogwarts

is the safest place. I am highly amused

by the unproductive means by which

people are spending  their valuable

time, except the Slytherins, of course. 

Interestingly, I am also constantly

encountering a view into the lives of

muggles and the way they are

dealing with the “COVID pandemic”.

For once, these muggles are working

tirelessly in search of the  perfect

potion which they call a “vaccine”

which overpowers this virus. From

England all the way to  Bangladesh

and China in the far east, muggle

potion makers, namely doctors and

scientists are  fighting to develop

vaccines and drugs. Globally, 140

vaccines are underway, and most

already in different stages of human

trial. These muggle potion makers

have categorized the 12 leading

vaccines under 5 broad categories –

Genetic Vaccines, which uses a gene

of the coronavirus to  provoke an

immune response; Protein Vaccine,

which uses a Coronavirus protein or a

fragment of it for an immune

response.

'ELEMENT' OF SURPRISE
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Repurposed Vaccine, which are

modified versions of vaccines used for

other purposes; Viral Vector Vaccine,

which uses a virus to deliver

coronavirus genes into the cells to

trigger an immune response; and

Whole Virus Vaccine, which uses an

inactivated version of the virus to

provoke an immune response. Since

the Daily Prophet has predicted that

60 million people will be affected by

the virus in a year,  we had no choice

but to approach this issue. Here, at

Hogwarts, my fellow Slytherins and I

are looking at a cure along with the

prevention of the disease.

 Inspired by the Repurposed Vaccine,

we are modifying the classic Healing

Potion. The dark atmosphere of the

Potion Classroom in the dungeons is

illuminated by several vials of

luminescent liquids. Several students

of the other houses are accompanying

Pomona Sprout, our Herbology

professor in finding natural remedies

to boost our    immune system. The

unspeakable has become true- we are

taking this opportunity to establish

friendly relations with the Muggle

world. During such times, cooperation

with the authorities around us will

ensure utmost safety.

                                Severus Anvita Snape
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2 tsp. Butterscotch syrup or flavoring (you can use ice cream , (however the

flavor might not be as strong)

 1 glass of Cream soda/clear soda

 I scoop of Vanilla ice cream 

Whipped cream( optional)

Ice (optional)

Scoop out 1 scoop of ice cream and add it to your glass 

Add a splash of butterscotch flavouring ( to taste: It is quite strong)

Pour in your soda and give it a stir

Add a swirl of whipped cream for extra flavor or ice.  

Serve cold and pair with a nice canary cream. Oh wait…oops! Maybe just leave

the canary creams for Neville.

Have you ever wondered what a butter beer tastes like? Or if you would ever be

able to finish a Knickerbocker Glory on your own? Well not to worry! I am here to

bring to you authentic recipes straight from the three broomsticks and kitchens

of Hogwarts for you to try this quarantine!

Now, this recipe is something we have all wanted to try as children. This is a

recipe commonly found in Harry Potter World and the Universal Studios. You

guessed it… butter beer! For this delicious potion (not a potion, but still incredible

nonetheless) you will need:

Ingredients

Procedure

Fred Prashansa Weasley 

THE THREE BROOM STICKS
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1 cup all purpose flour
1 cup semolina (sooji)
½ cup rice flour
4 mangoes
½ cup sugar
Clarified butter (ghee)
800ml Milk

300g of mewa
4 mangoes
1 cup sugar

300g Bittersweet chocolate
4 tbsp cream
Mint leaves (for decoration)
4 drops Mint essence

Strain mango pulp and make it lump-less
 Add all purpose flour, semolina, sugar, rice flour and the lump-less
mango pulp in a bowl. Mix well with milk. 
The mixture has to be runny. Keep it aside for ½ an hour..

This delectable recipe is a traditional and a centuries old recipe. I added my
own magical twist to it and this special recipe is surely going to take you on
an exhilarating journey to the enchanting and enigmatic world of Harry
Potter.
Makes: 30

Ingredients

Crepe

Filling

   
Chocolate mint sauce:

Procedure
For crepe batter
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Mangerium Leviosa Wraps



Add mango pulp and strain it.
Heat a pan and add mewa, lumpless mango pulp and sugar and stir
continuously till it turns into a semi tight sticky pasteFor wraps
To make the Mangerium Leviosa Wraps, heat a flat non stick pan and
brush clarified butter on it.
Then pour ½ cup of the batter on the heated pan with the help of a
ladle.
Then take one tbsp of the filling and roll it out. Place it on the centre of
the wrap. Cover it from both sides.
In this way, make all of them.
For chocolate mint sauce:
Through double boiling method, melt the chocolate. Let it rest for a few
minutes.
Then add mint essence and cream and whip it well.
For decoration, you can cut small pieces of mango chunks and garnish
the chocolate mint sauce with mint leaves.
Serve the Mangerium Leviosa Wraps hot/cold as per your choice.

Filling

Molly Trisha Weasely 
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 The Magical Words of Harry Potter

J.K.Rowling’s Magical World of Harry Potter has taken our muggle world by

storm. The fictitious tale of the triumphant trio at Hogwarts School of

Witchcraft and Wizardry is known by almost everyone around the globe, its

characters have become household names and all of us have tried the magical

spells ourselves at least once. But did you know that these spells have some

not-so-magical roots?  Here are 7 popular spells which originate from other

languages:

Lumos is a charm that illuminates the

tip of the caster's wand, allowing the

caster to see in the dark. The counter-

charm for this spell is the Wand-

Extinguishing Charm, Nox, which is

used to extinguish the light from the

caster's wand.

Riddikulus is a charm that is used in

defence against a Boggart. It causes

the creature to assume a form that is

humorous to the caster, thereby

counteracting Boggart's ability to

terrorize. While this spell sounds very

similar to the English word "ridiculous,"

it can also be a derivative of the Latin

word "ridiculum," which means

"laughable." 

Accio is the Summoning Charm; it can

be used to bring an object to the spell-

caster.

LIVE, LAUGH AND LANGUAGE
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Avada Kedavra is a tool of the Dark Arts and one

of the three Unforgivable Curses. When cast

successfully on a living person or creature the

curse causes instantaneous and painless death,

without causing any injury to the body, and

without any trace of violence. According to J. K.

Rowling, its root is actually Aramaic and derives

from the original word   "abracadabra," which

translates to "let the thing to be destroyed.

Petrificus Totalus is a spell that freezes or petrifies the body of

the victim, making it incapable of moving, except for the eyes

and breathing. It is colloquially known as the Body-Bind

Curse which has varying lengths of effectiveness depending

on the skill or experience of the caster. This spell that

physically petrifies or freezes your opponent is a mix of three

words, with three different origins, "petros" meaning “rock or

stone” in Greek, "facio" meaning “to make or to do," and

"totalis," meaning “whole” in Medieval Latin.                                             

The Cruciatus Curse , also known as the

Torture Curse, is a tool of the Dark Arts

and one of the three Unforgivable Curses.

It is one of the most powerful and sinister

spells known to Wizardkind. When cast

successfully the curse inflicts intense,

excruciating pain on the victim. The

Cruciatus curse means "I torture" in Latin.

Expecto Patronum casts a Patronus,

which can appear as simply white

vapour or as a silvery-white animal

shape. This spell is used to ward off

Dementors, the guardians of Azkaban.

The Latin word "patronus" directly

translates to "a protector." Expecto

means "I look" or "I wait." Put them

together, and you have "I wait for a

protector." 

Hermione Debashmi Granger
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As the sun began to set, Professor McGonagall sealed Hogwarts with various
enchantments and the whole school prepared for the war which was to take
place. Harry’s scar started to burn and gave him blinding headaches.  They had
come. 

Professor McGonagall had never felt more vulnerable. The war would decide
Hogwarts’s fate, and even more so, Harry’s. Harry was a mere seventeen-year-
old boy who had lost everything he loved, but two things that stuck with him
was that ghastly scar and the title-’the boy who lived’. He didn’t deserve this. No
one did. He was pacing up and down the moving staircases, shaking his jet-
black hair out of his emerald green eyes. His mother’s eyes. He tried to think of
her and his father, and how they were watching over him. As soon as he saw
the dark obscures like mist, he knew it was time. Almost all the Horcruxes were
destroyed leaving only three, one of which was... the diadem.
It was scary as it all happened so fast but there was no way out of this. Harry,
Ron and Hermione raced against time to destroy the Horcruxes. As Harry
destroyed the diadem, the barrier collapsed. The war had begun. It was a
horrific sight. Spells were shot from all angles. There were bloodshed and
people fiercely held on to their loved ones and survive.

People were screaming as death eaters swept upon them, malicious expressions
in their cold, misanthropic eyes. People were broken up, friends were killed,
siblings were torn apart. It was a heart-wrenching sight. Everyone was
counting on Harry to save the wizarding world.  

Meanwhile, Harry was engaged in a final duel with Voldemort. The pair faced
off in front of all the survivors who had gathered in the great hall - wounded,
mourning their loved ones, and moments away from death. Voldemort grinned
maniacally at Harry and then sparked off red light from the Elder Wand. Harry
deflected it and shot a spell at the dark lord Harry’s scar gave him throbbing
headaches like his head was about to split open. He tried to
ward off the spells as long as he could, but he slowly started to lose his strength
and was forced to reduce the intensity of his spells. Just as the Dark Lord was
about to finish it once and for all, a blue spark hit his head, causing him to
double over in pain.

Alternative Ending 
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Voldemort, shocked at whoever had shot this spell, spun around instantly,
leaving Harry wounded and lying on the ground in a heap. He and his new
opponent were now engaged in a battle to the death, determined to destroy their
opponent. The fight was getting intense. They kept shooting spells at each other,
each one getting more aggressive than the last.  The spells instead of deflecting
each other, grew stronger, intertwining like cords.In the meantime, Snape, who
had managed to survive the war, was back at Hogwarts, locked in his office,
brewing up a potion with the ingredients he managed to salvage from his
cupboard. “This should be enough,” he said as he crammed the potion into a vial.
He rushed out to find a battle taking place between two opponents, while Harry
was lying on the ground, his eyes closed and his breathing staggered.

“Arrrrgh!” an anger-filled snarl erupted from Voldemort’s opponent as a flash of
green light hit him, followed by a blast as the ground under the two opened up
like a fissure. One got up, one didn’t. From the fissure, a girl emerged, in ragged,
grey clothes; her hair a mess; her face covered in cuts and grime, her arms and
legs full of deep gashes. She looked exhausted as she staggered up to the crowd,
her piercing green eyes fixated on Harry. She pushed her damp hair away from
her face and shifted her gaze from Harry to Snape.

Harry still felt dizzy and could not focus on the figure which was standing in front
of him. He closed his eyes and let out a sigh. Once he opened them, he found the
figure sitting next to him. He could not control the words which were blurted out
of his mouth, instead of thanking the girl for saving his life, the first question that
came to his mind was who was she? Why was she here? Why did she save his
life? How did she know that there was a war because clearly, she didn't study in
Hogwarts and he had never seen her before?  
All these questions made his head spin. 
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“As if understanding what was going on inside his head, the girl introduced
herself as Scarlett. Harry looked at her and noticed that she had the same
emerald green eyes. Harry averted his gaze and introduced himself. Before
Harry could say anything else, Scarlett said in a feeble voice something that
caught Harry off- guard. “I know you’re wondering who I am. My name, my full
name, is Scarlett Evans. And you, Harry, are my half-brother.” Harry didn't
think he heard right. Harry turned towards Scarlett, “What...that is not even
possible...how...you…” he could not complete any of his questions, he just
stared at her in disbelief.” You...you can’t be serious”, Hermione said as she
kept looking back and forth between Harry and the girl who claimed to be his
sister. “I dunno mate, you both do look alike”, Ron looked at his best friend, his
brain temporarily unable to form full sentences.

 “Come on Harry, come with me”, Snape said as he led the siblings to his office,
Ron and Hermione following closely behind.How did I never know that you
even existed? Why did no one ever tell me about you? Why are you resurfacing
now, after all this time? How did you know that I existed?”, before Harry could
continue the interrogation, Scarlett interrupted him, “Slow down Harry! Well,
we have an aunt on our mum’s side, Aunt Tina. She took care of me in Canada
all these years. You were only a year old when we moved, it was right after
Voldemort attacked our house. I was three. Dumbledore knew about me but he
didn’t tell you as that would put me in danger. No one back home knows we’re
related. Dumbledore kept me posted as he knew the time would come when I
was needed. I've known about you my whole life. Getting separated from you
was heart breaking. Dumbledore told me to come before he died. I received the
letter but didn’t do anything till Snape told me to come.”, she finished now
clutching the vial with her hands. 

‘Snape? Why did Snape call her?’ it kept ringing in Harry’s head. “Who is your
father?” Harry asked his final question. Scarlett glanced sideways with an
anxious look in her eyes. What she said next shocked her audience.
 
“My father, Harry,
 is Severus Snape.”

 Fred Prashansa Weasley  
 George Dhwani Weasley
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“Don’t chase the quaffle if you see
the snitch.” 
Everyone loves some form of
competition every once in a while,
whether in the muggle world or the
wizarding one. What better way to
promote competition and motivation
than a good old sport? In some
respects, there are radical
differences in the nature of athletic
activities in the two worlds,
however, some resemble each other
too. 
What better way to prove the
similarities than to showcase them!
Let’s start strong – quidditch and
soccer. Extremely celebrated and
competitive sports, these are the
pride and joy of wizards and
muggles respectively. As different as
they might be, they do share some
common grounds. How, you may
ask? Well, stick around to find out! 

1. The structure of the seekers, chasers
and keepers resembles the basics of
soccer: 
a. The work of a seeker resembles that
of a midfielder – chasing the ball (snitch 
or football) and helping their team in
trying to win
b. The chasers pass the ball and aim at
the hoops in hopes of scoring 10 points. 
This could be compared to strategically
offensive positions in soccer such as
forwards/strikers
c. On the other hand, a keeper to their
3 hoops is the equivalent to
a goalkeeper to their goalpost. 
2. In the case of soccer, the ‘bone of
contention’ is some poor animals hide
a.k.a, a football, while in quidditch the
articles are bestowed with
rudimentary survival instincts –
bludgers try to kill you, the snitch is
wicked fast and damn near impossible
to see and the quaffle is as interesting
as a half-eaten tuna sandwich. 
3. In quidditch, the beater’s function is
more of a defensive one – they disrupt
and disturb the chaser and/or the
seeker to prevent the scoring of points.
So, they represent the essence of
midfielder defence.
4. The idea behind acquiring the snitch
is to end the game. Even though
extremely rare, this parallel can be
drawn with the concept of a Golden
Goal.
5. Both the games start off with a ‘kick
off’. While in soccer it symbolizes
kicking off the football, in quidditch it
indicates literally kicking off from the
ground.

SPORTS COLUMN
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Clean your room (please) 
Experiment with your wardrobe 
Pamper yourself with DIY masks and spas (pro tip: avoid cutting bangs) 
Keep a journal/blog 
 Enrol onto free courses
Take virtual world tours through the internet 
Keep in touch with your family and friends 
Take on DIY projects (make your own masks!) 
Learn a new skill (tip: want to know how to say ’quarantine stinks’ in 6
other languages – learn it!)
Set up a 15-30-minute workout routine (you need something to justify
eating those chips!)
Solve puzzles/brain teasers 
When binging on YouTube/Netflix throw in a documentary or two 
Get artistic (it’s your time to make a mess...erm...art and blame it on this
article) 
Volunteer – in every way possible 

 In other news, over 50% of our population is transforming into potatoes.
This article is here to save the day. Here are some ways in which you can
save yourself from the deadly virus now known as – the we’re-becoming-
couch-potatoes-rona (scientific name: Potatoa couchas) 

WARNING: “mischief managed” 

                                                                                                        Oliver Meher Wood
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HARRY POTTER AND THE
CHAMBER OF RIDDLES

 CHARACTER WORD SEARCH FOR ALL THE HARRY POTTER FANS OUT THERE!
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ACROSS: 

   1. NAME OF THE TRAIN HARRY RIDES TO SCHOOLHOUSE

   2.HOUSE THAT IS JUST, LOYAL AND PATIENT

   3. HOUSE OF WIT, LEARNING AND WISDOM

   4. MAIL IS DELIVERED BY THESE CREATURES

DOWN:

    5. FIRST YEAR STUDENTS TRAVEL FROM THE TRAIN TO SCHOOL USING THIS.

    6. HARRY AND HAGRID SHOP FOR SCHOOL SUPPLIES HERE

    7. ONE OF THE PETS ALLOWED AT HOGWARTS

    8. HOUSE OF CUNNING FOLK

    9. HEAD WEAR THAT CHOOSES YOUR HOUSE

    10. NAME OF THE FAMOUS UK WIZARDING SCHOOL

HARRY POTTER THEMED CROSSWORD!
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THE SPELL AND CHARM MATCHING GAME!

MATCH EACH SPELL OR CHARM TO ITS EFFECT...
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George Dhwani Weasley



ART COLUMN
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- ORIGINAL ARTWORK BY IGCSE STUDENTS.



AKSHITA PODDAR
ANANYA BUTANI
ANVITA GHOSH
DEBASHMI CHAKRABARTI
DHWANI BACHHAWAT
KARISHMA CHOTRANI
LEPAKSHI BASU
MANVI BAGLA
MEHER PAUL MEHMI
NAVYA BHALOTIA
NIKITA KHAITAN
PRASHANSA PASARI
SUHANI KOTHARI
TRISHA CHAKRAVARTY

TEAM MEMBERS

CHIEF EDITOR - SANJANA.C.MITTRA
DESIGN AND LAYOUT - VASHITA RUNGTA

                                         ADYA NATHANY

COLUMNISTS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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https://unctad.org/en/pages/newsdetails.aspx?OriginalVersionID=2226 
22nd June,5:30 pm

https://theconversation.com/us-china-relations-were-already-heated-then-
coronavirus-threw-fuel-on-the-flames-137886. 
22nd June, 5:40 pm

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/analysis-are-the-us-and-
china-entering-a-new-cold-war/article31615458.ece. 
22nd June, 6:10 pm

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-53135626  
22nd June, 2020, 20.20pm

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8446753/South-Korea-confirms-
second-wave-Covid-19-health-minister-warns-grave-situation.html  
22nd June, 2020, 20.40pm

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-29319423  
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